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Summary of the presentation
Handling Big Data is often hampered by integration challenges, especially when speed, efficiency
and accuracy are critical. In Semantic Web, integration is achieved by aligning multiple
representations of the same entities, appearing within distributed heterogeneous sources and by
annotating data using same vocabularies. However, mapping different sources to RDF separately,
generating multiple URIs for distinct instances of same entities, hampers advanced and automated
data fusion and prevents benefiting from data semantic representation. We introduce a unified
knowledge framework, created already at mapping level, to enable a successful business ecosystem
built on top of enriched and combined datasets, proving that the integration of data from multiple
heterogeneous sources, produces added value.
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As the Web evolves in an integrated and interlinked knowledge space thanks to the growing amount
of published data, companies have been overwhelmed with this continuously increasing amount of
data. Big Data open major opportunities for offering DataasaService (DaaS) to third party players
and thus new datadriven business applications. Creating value from data requires efficiently
handling huge volumes of dispersed information which is often hampered by challenges related to
data integration and management. Data owner have different kinds of data, thus different levels of
knowledge, different purpose of data usage and are eager to incorporate complementary data into
their core data management process. Nevertheless, the integration of new data sources, in practice,
is very cumbersome, requires a substantial manual effort and often leads to rather long IT
development cycles. This occurs mostly because the data is not originally in common formats or
structures nor share same schema or are annotated with common vocabularies, thus additional
algorithms and business rules are required to validate suspect matches or aggregate conflicting data.
The problem of identifying and aligning multiple but possibly (slightly) different representations of the
same realworld entities, appearing within multiple distributed heterogeneous sources, aggravates
when those sources are of big size, and especially when speed, efficiency and accuracy is very
critical. In Semantic Web, those entities are ideally identified by the same URI (acting as the entity's
unique identifier). However, due to the high degree of mismatches between the structure and content
of data across different sources and the variety in vocabularies, aligning the same entities to
automatically integrating these data sources is a challenging and meticulous procedure. Therefore,
the need for solutions to discover, retrieve and effectively integrate data emerges. Existing
technologies would map those data sources to the RDF data model separately, generating multiple
URIs for each distinct instance of the entity. Such an approach conflicts with the Linked Data
principles, hampers advanced and automated data fusion and in the end, prevents users from
actually and directly benefiting from the semantic representation of the data.
Our approach focuses on creating a combined, unified knowledge framework already at mapping
level, ensuring data veracity and conformity that contributes to efficient data integration and
management. Our use cases focus on aggregation and disaggregation of highvariety, multisource
and heterogeneous data to interchange and integrate SME’s data. The mismatches and conflicts of
entities alignments are validated by determining the data provenance and by amending data taking
into consideration crowdsourcing results that form a dataset on their own. We materialize our
approach at the COMBUST platform1 , considering RDF Mapping Language (RML)2 to define the
Mapping Definitions [1]. With our approach, we aim to enable a successful business ecosystem built
on top of enriched and combined datasets, proving that the integration of data from multiple
heterogeneous sources, actually produces added value.
1
2

http://www.iminds.be/en/projects/2015/03/11/combust
http://rml.io

Data integration at mapping level is achieved thanks to the mapping definitions applied to the original
data. Our approach allows to reuse the same mapping language to incrementally (i) 
integrate data
owner’s heterogeneous resources; (ii) 
enrich them with information derived from different sources
available on the Web, e.g. Open Data or Social Media; (iii) 
incorporate information from other data
owners data shared over the B2B layer, leading to unprompted data 
interchange
; and (iv) resolve
mismatches, ambiguous alignments and conflicting information derived from different data owners
taking advantage of the data provenance or the crowdsourcing results. This is achieved because of
(i) the 
uniform and interoperable mapping definitions
; and (ii) the 
robust crossreferences to
the mapping definitions and interlinking
.

For all heterogeneous sources data owners can define 
uniform mappings to RDF independently of
the source’s type or format, Fig. (1), which are 
reused across data sharing the same structure, Fig.
(3). Those mapping definitions are 
interoperable across different data owners ExtractMapLoad
(EML) systems. This way 
same URIs are assigned for equivalent entities
, 
avoiding duplicates
generation and data is annotated with the 
same schema (vocabularies and ontologies). Mapping
Definitions is 
shared and used to annotate proprietary, or not, data which get 
enriched with
information derived from complementary shared sources, Fig. (5). Moreover, uniform mapping
definitions allow references to other openly available data, e.g. Open Data sources, Fig. (2), or even
data derived from social media, Fig. (6), e.g.twitter. This way, not only information is 
integrated
, but
also relationships among data originally residing in different sources are attained (
interlinked
). The
pattern that generates a resource is uniquely defined and this mapping definition is 
referred every
other time this resource is required, Fig. (4). Thus, modifications to the patterns, or data values
appearing in the patterns that generate the URIs, are 
propagated to every other reference of the
resource, keeping the different views 
synchronized
. At the end, each data owner executes only the
relevant Mapping Definitions, periodically or when updated, to acquire the desired view of the data.
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